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How The Colicci Family Built An
Award-Winning Portfolio Of Cafes
In London
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Established in 1982 by Ernie and Josephine Colicci, this family business  of cafes
and restaurants across London has grown from a single ice cream van to over 30

fixed sites in and amongst London’s most-beloved parks. A mixture of cafes,
kiosks, restaurants and beautiful ice cream trucks, in 2017 Colicci won the
Restaurant & Bar Design Awards for their copper- roofed kiosk in Westfield
Stratford. Colicci has recently announced it will be launching two new cafes in
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collaboration with The Royal Parks: The Serpentine Café in Hyde Park and
Storey’s Gate Café in St James’s Park, in partnership with the award-
winning chef Theo Randall. We spoke with Rob Colicci, the company's current
managing director about growing a business in such a competitive industry, the
latest trends in healthy eating and how social media is changing the landscape for
small businesses.

11. Having started your business in 19821982  what are some of the major

landmarks and shifts in food and beverage industry that you’ve

witnessed?

The progression of the industry since my parents started the business in 1982 has
been significant. Back then, competition was minimal, rents were lower and the
perception of quality was totally different. People were just happy to find
somewhere selling a cappuccino. I remember when I was younger my father was
so excited that a pizza restaurant opened near where we lived – Pizza Express. It
was a real treat. Now you have wood-fired pizzas on every high street.

The evolution of coffee has been seismic. Through the 90s it saw a fusion of
Italian style with American commercialism. Now we have the new waves of
Antipodean-inspired artisan coffee, which focuses on quality and sustainability in
every aspect of the product.  As a result, the market has grown tremendously and
is still growing.

There is also much more of a focus on health and our environmental impact,
which is shifting the industry and rightly so. The market in general though has
become incredibly saturated. Combined with the ever-growing rents, the high
street has become like the Wild West. Only the best survive.

22. Growing from a single ice cream van to a vibrant business with

more than 3030 outposts across London  what is your advice to

businesses starting out and what do you know now that you wish you

had known then.

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE

I wish I could say it was pure strategy that got us to this point but that wasn’t the
case, there was a tremendous amount of luck. Mum and dad didn’t have too
much of a plan back then. It was about survival and saying yes to a lot of things
and thinking about them later. The key to their success in the early days was their
work ethic and integrity, which stood out. I believe that’s still absolutely true
today; however. it's far harder to start a business in the current marketplace. The
offer must be unique and carefully considered but avoid being a fad. Too many
ideas and businesses fall foul of this. Sometimes its better to be 10  to market
than 1 . Ultimately, starting any business is incredibly difficult and never comes
easy. It will test you in ways you can’t plan, so you must be super committed and
believe in what you’re doing.
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33. In 20172017 you won a Restaurant & Bar Design Award for your copper

roofed at Westfield Stratford  what did that award mean for your

business and how did that help change things for the business?

Changing a culture and repositioning a business can be incredibly difficult,
especially a family business. We started a transformation of the new era of Colicci
around 2012, and the opening of Colicci Westfield in 2016 was a significant
benchmark moment for the business, as years of hard work paid off. It was
accompanied that year by further openings of café, restaurant and kiosk sites in
Kensington Gardens, Peckham and Dulwich. The award was acknowledgement of
what we had achieved in design, and one of the many things the brand now
stands for. Everything we look to do seeks to offer people an experience. I’m
excited for the coming year, as we’re hoping for lots more awards!

44. You’ve developed the first healthconscious park cafe  why was that

important to you and what can customers expect to see on the menu

and from that concept?

Responding to the needs and desires of your customers, I believe is key to the
success of any business. The demand for more healthy options has grown
tremendously in the last few years, with a much greater emphasis on vegetarian
and vegan dishes, and we are delighted to partner with acclaimed chef, Theo
Randall, on the project.  We felt that this particular site in St James Park was a
perfect opportunity to offer something unique for a park café. The menu will be
fast, fresh and healthy, appealing to a wide customer demographic. You can
expect lots of fresh juices and smoothies breakfast bowls, such as acai; lots of
great salads; as well some interesting charcoal breads. For the sweet tooth we
have some fantastic gelato from Gelupo.

The building itself is rich in history. Prior to a Police Station, it was the former
lodge of Edward Storey, keeper of the King’s birds. We have worked hard in
making sure the interior and artwork capture as much of the past as possible. 
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55. What are some of the tenants or consistent markers of a Colicci

cafe?

We believe we’re a very inclusive brand, so if you walked into one of our cafes,
there is always something for everyone. We appeal to a wide demographic, which
we’re very proud of. It does on occasion pose its own challenges, mainly in terms
of space.

We definitely have a rather unique culture to our business, which despite there
being over 300 employees, has a very family feel to it unsurprisingly. That
friendly, personal touch comes across in the service as it’s our mission to make
sure every customer enjoys their experience.

The menus all use locally sourced ingredients, and you can always be sure to get a
fabulous cup of coffee. We don’t rush our extraction, which is key! There’s always
a wide range of our own bakery items. The brownies especially have quite the
reputation these days and the best bit... they’re gluten free!

66. What are you most popular menu items and how has that changed?

Coffee is our most popular product obviously, but the shift in the last year to
alternative milk, particularly oat milk, is astonishing. Smashed avocado on
sourdough hasn’t grown old yet and is still very popular. The wedge sandwich has
been over taken by our ciabattas and 2018’s break-out star was our piadina wrap,
which is an exclusive product, made solely for us. Each wrap is handmade with
semolina flour. It makes it an expensive product to stock, but they’re absolutely
delicious and great for on the go.
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A longtime journalist, I am the former Associate Editor, Print and Digital at Vanity Fair in

London and the current London Correspondent for vanityfair.com. I have also also worked

freelance for a variety of international publications, including House & Garden, Departur...

Read More

77. How important is social media to what you do?

Social media is very important in terms of building the brand and giving us
visibility, especially as the majority of our sites do not have our brand name over
the door. You will only notice our branding on various touch points, such as the
coffee cup, uniform etc. It’s been a great way to interact with our customers.
Often the content we post is user generated, which is always well received. It’s
also been great to partner up with other brands and influencers to appeal to a
much wider audience. It’s most definitely a focus of ours but we’ve got a long way
to go.
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